
    bf:title [ a bf:Title ;
            bf:mainTitle "Working with BIBFRAME at 

the National Library of Sweden" ] .

   bf:responsibilityStatement "Fredrik Klingwall" .



A rear view

The Libris XL system went live almost ten years after Libris was first published in a minimal form of 
linked data.

A project which started in 2012 and has been almost parallel to the BIBFRAME development.

A new data platform, a new format, and a new administrative interface.
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Mission: To replace MARC21… 

Must have requirements

❗Be able to produce MARC21 from our RDF model.

❗Administrative tool to support manual workflows.

...when “everyone” is using MARC21. 



The cataloging interface

❏ A web application to administrate bibliographic information, holdings and authorities.
❏ An unfiltered window into the Libris data.
❏ Not a tool for

❏ discovery
❏ circulation

Librisimports exports



Data-driven application

❏ No opinions - No prettified data.
❏ Context is defined through external files as settings.
❏ It could easily be used to describe internets favorite thing...



Cats!



Resources defining the workflow

❏ The vocabulary describing the possible entities and their inheritance structure.
❏ Lens definitions, describing the properties needed to quickly identify a thing.
❏ A general template layout
❏ Help texts



Activities

❏ Terminology and definitions
- Aligning Swedish translations of RDA and BF.

❏ Workflows
- Templates for different materials

❏ Training
- Video
- Texts



Vocabulary & definitions

https://id.kb.se/vocab/ - presentation https://github.com/libris/definitions - code

https://id.kb.se/vocab/
https://github.com/libris/definitions


Lens definitions: Cards, Chips & Full

❏ The user has a need to identify things by a (rather small) subset of its properties.
❏ Every type has different identifying properties. (Describing a person vs describing a book)





Templates

❏ Defining properties for a workflow
❏ Instance level with a local work
❏ Just Json-LD structures
❏ Based on RDA workflows
❏ Involving experts of the domain
❏ Can be used for

❏ Creating new from scratch
❏ As overlay to existing descriptions



Snippets

  "ISBN": {
    "@type": "ISBN",
    "value": "",
    "qualifier": [""]
  }

❏ Used for structured values and Local entities (non-linked)
❏ Gives control over dataforms, but for now can only be created once per entity

predefined forms - mini “templates” of entities





When BF2 was not enough

❏ Deviating local practices.
❏ Keeping granularity in conversion to MARC21.
❏ Information we want vs. information we are responsible for.

Missing in mappings



BIBFRAME 2

:marc

RDA

SKOS

MADS

DC

Schema.org
KBV



Added details we have found useful

❏ :PrimaryPublication (Minimizing doubling information for bib 008).
❏ :SeriesMembership (Qualified form of inSeries).
❏ Distinguish different uses of e.g. ISBN. :indirectlyIdentifiedBy and 

:incorrectlyIdentifiedBy.
❏ ObjectProperties of :hasDimensions, :hasDuration etc.



“Plan B”



How did it go? 

❏ Activities on each library. Including preparing for worst case scenarios.
❏ Scripted cleanups. An investigation in what data we want and what the systems need.
❏ Tweaking of the conversion. Because Local Systems are set up differently.
❏ 1 backup rollback.
❏ Data-driven has made certain things harder to quick fix.
❏ Make source data great.



Continuous releases
(currently at 1.11.1)

1.0

2018-06

Release notes

2018-07

Release notes

1.1

Pre-release information

Preliminary

1.2

Pre-release information

Preliminary

1.3



Feedback

❏ There are still hurdles to overcome in the workflows.
❏ More ergonomic interface, reduce number of clicks.
❏ Improve overall efficiency.
❏ Planning for worst case scenarios helped preparing.



Areas of improvement

❏ More linkable things! Especially works.
❏ Provenance.
❏ Date and time… serials.
❏ Data validation feedback to users.
❏ Better caching and matching for enrichment.
❏ Cleaning up messy data!



In conclusion

In total it has required people from almost all parts of the organization, developers, metadata 
experts, domain experts, catalogers, UX-designers, IT-operations, communication and support. 

And most certainly including staff at all the Libris libraries who patiently have been testing, reporting 
bugs, attending workshops, helped us and each other out in this paradigm shift.

It has not been easy but I think a lot of us are look toward the future possibilities, especially for 
discovery.



Thank you

Questions?

fredrik.klingwall@kb.se


